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Diagnosis Using the Formal Theory of a

Signal-Processing System

HAMID NAWAB, VICTOR LESSER AND EVANGELOS MILIOS

Abstract -Many signal-processing systems can be viewed as transform-
ing their input signals into a representation of the real-world scenario from
which the signals originated. Such systems usually have parameters whose
settings are selected on the basis of the class of expected input scenarios.
Finding the appropriate parameter settings for a class of input scenarios
usually involves testing the system against typical and/or important input
scenarios from that class. Whenever the system output does not match the
input scenario, the parameter settings responsible for the fault are identi-
fied. The system user can then adjust the system parameters to ensure
correct system behavior for such scenarios. The diagnostic process of
identifying the parameters responsible for system faults is generally dif-
ficult because the signal-processing system carries out a complicated
mathematical transformation involving a multistage algorithm that gener-
ates an enormous amount of intermediate data. A new approach to the
diagnosis of such systems is developed. The approach is based on the
availability of an abstract and possibly qualitative description of the input
scenario and the use of an alternative system model derived from the
underlying mathematical theory that explicitly represents the phenomena
responsible for any incorrect processing. This approach to diagnosis mod-
els a system as a combination of processes that transform the user-speci-
fied abstract description of the input scenario into the system output.
Whenever the correct answer is obtained at the system output, each
process reduces to an identity transformation at the level of abstraction of
the system output. Thus system faults are viewed as being caused by one or
more of the processes becoming nonidentity transformations. These
processes have the advantage of theoretically relating each particular
phenomenon causing the incorrect processing to just those system parame-
ters that affect the phenomenon. Diagnosis involves finding this set of
nonidentity processes through a general problem solver (GPS) type of
search that operates at different levels of abstraction. An implementation
of this diagnosis approach is presented for an acoustic signal-processing
application.

I. INTRODUCTION

A N ACOUSTIC signal-processing system [3] for de-
IAI termining the directions of low-flying aircraft is an
example of a problem-solving system which carries out
transformations based on Fourier theory. The system re-
ceives its inputs from a microphone array on the ground
that detects the sounds of nearby low-flying aircraft. The
system maps these time-domain input signals into
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frequency-domain representations which are interpreted as
indicating the number of aircraft in the input scenario and
their individual directions.

In designing such a real-time signal-processing system, a
trade-off is made between the scope of the input scenarios
that can be correctly identified and the computational
resources required. One way of gaining efficiency without
limiting generality is to use a priori knowledge about the
class of input scenarios to focus the system resources for
efficient recognition. This is accomplished by introducing
parameters into the signal-processing system for adjusting
its behavior to a specific class of inputs (e.g., scenarios
involving only helicopters). Changing to a different class of
input scenarios is accomplished by changing the values of
some of the system parameters.

Parameter settings are usually selected by testing the
system against typical scenarios from the class of interest.
Abstract and possibly qualitative descriptions of these
scenarios (usually provided by a human observer) are
compared to the system output. If inconsistencies exist
between the system output and an input scenario descrip-
tion, an explanation is required for why the signal-
processing system failed in that particular instance.
Assuming that system faults do not arise because of errors
in system implementation (hardware of software), it is
advantageous if the cause of failure is described in a way
that clearly identifies the system parameter settings responsi-
ble for the faults in the system output. The system operator
can consequently adjust the system parameters to change
the transformation applied by the signal-processing system
appropriately.
Our research has addressed the issue of automating the

diagnosis of system faults that arise from incorrect parameter
settings. We have focused on fault diagnosis for systems
whose designs are based on underlying mathematical theo-
ries. In particular, we have developed and implemented a
diagnosis system for an acoustic signal-processing applica-
tion with an underlying Fourier theory. We show that in
such cases knowledge of the underlying theory of the
system is useful for the diagnostic process. This use of the
underlying theory for diagnosis comes from our observa-
tion of how experts perform diagnosis in this domain.

Diagnosis strategies that do not exploit an underlying
theory can be impractical for data-processing systems (such
as the acoustic signal-processing system) that generate
enormous amounts of complex intermediate data. Based
on our observations, experts with knowledge of the un-
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FOURIER THEORY

Fig. 1. Fourier theory provides alternative relationship between scenario
and frequency-domain output of signal-processing system.

derlying system theory as a rule do not use intermediate
data for routine diagnosis of the signal-processing system.
Without the underlying theory the only known relationship
between the input and the output of a system is the
transformation carried out by the system itself. In such
cases, causal analysis techniques are based on the analysis
of intermediate data states that have been either saved
during system operation (as in [2]) or have been regener-
ated by simulation (as in [1]). In either case the amount of
complex intermediate data that has to be analyzed can
become prohibitive. In addition, these data cannot be
suitably abstracted for those techniques.

However, if a system has an underlying theory and there
is access to the description of the input and output of the
system, the analysis of intermediate data can be avoided
for the purpose of diagnosis. For example, in the case of
the acoustic signal-processing system, the underlying Four-
ier theory of the system provides an alternative description
of the relationship between the input scenario (the aircraft
and their motion) and the information contained in the
output of the signal-processing system. The Fourier theory
also describes how changes in the various parameters of
the signal-processing system affect the relationship be-
tween the scenario information and the frequency-domain
output of the system. Since Fourier theory adequately
describes the effects of scenario characteristics and system
parameter settings on the information in the signal-
processing output, our diagnosis strategy does not require
inspection of the intermediate data states (including the
signals received at the microphones). Thus the system is
viewed not as a transformation from the time-domain
microphone signals to the frequency-domain output, but
rather as a transformation from a frequency-domain de-
scription of the input scenario to the frequency-domain
output (see Fig. 1). Note that this view permits us to take
into account any changes in the directional information
that take place as the sound waves propagate from the
aircraft to the microphone array.
The changes due to propagation effects as well as those

due to the specific parameter settings of the signal
processing can be modeled in the Fourier domain as a set
of processes that transform the user-specified description
of the input scenario to the system output. Each process is

DIAGNOSIS IN
UNDERLYING THEORY

QUALITATIVE
SCENARIO

DESCRIPTION

Fig. 2. Diagnosis framework for signal understanding.

described in terms of how it transforms its input informa-
tion. This transformation depends upon the values of the
parameters associated with a process. Further, the parame-
ters of the processes have direct correlates in the parameter
set of the actual system because they are derived from the
same underlying theory. When the system is operating
correctly (the system parameters are appropriately set),
each of the processes performs an identity transformation
from its input to its output. System faults are thus modeled
as the result of nonidentity transformations in one or more
of the processes. Diagnosis from this perspective involves
finding through a general problem solver (GPS)-type search
a minimal set of nonidentity processes that explain the
discrepancy between the user-specified information and
the system output.
The approach presented in this paper for the diagnosis

of system faults that arise from incorrect parameter settings
has implications for signal-understanding systems in artifi-
cial intelligence. It can be used for the diagnosis of any
signal-understanding system that has a theory (not neces-
sarily Fourier theory) that provides alternative descriptions
of how the desired information about the input scenario is
changed by distortion phenomena to produce the informa-
tion represented by the system output. Each of the distor-
tion models must have a parametric representation in the
underlying theory, and these parameters should have direct
correlates in the actual system parameters. The approach
requires that abstract and/or qualitative descriptions of
the input scenario be available. These may be provided
either by a human observer or by an alternative signal-
understanding system that is simpler and less precise in the
description of the input scenario while being simulta-
neously less likely to produce errors. The diagnosis system
then identifies the parameters responsible for the errors in
the output of the main signal-understanding system. The
system parameters may then be adjusted to correct the
behavior of the main signal-understanding system (see Fig.
2). Our current research, not discussed in this paper,
focuses on strategies for the automatic adjustment of
parameters of signal-processing systems with an underly-
ing theory, once the fault parameters have been identified
by the diagnosis system.

In our diagnosis strategy for the acoustic signal-
processing system, we provide a GPS framework with
states and operators that are at various levels of abstraction
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Fig. 3. Stages of signal-processing algorithm and their major parameters.

and whose descriptions are qualitative. In particular, the
abstractions considered are not restricted to the notion of
loss of detail but also include changes of representation. We
believe this to be an important use of the GPS paradigm
because in many real-world applications the search space
is described using different representations at different
levels as well as using qualitative descriptions at each of
those levels.

In this paper we use the acoustic signal-processing ex-
ample to illustrate our diagnostic approach and its imple-
mentation as a working system on a Symbolics 3600 Lisp
machine. In Section II, we will describe the signal-
processing transformation and examine briefly the Fourier
theory concepts which are useful for our diagnosis system.
In Section III, we describe how our diagnosis approach
makes use of Fourier theory. This is followed in Section IV
by an example illustrating our diagnosis approach.

II. THE ACOUSTIC SIGNAL-PROCESSING SYSTEM

The acoustic signal-processing system determines the
directions of low-flying aircraft from recordings made on
several microphones that are spatially distributed on the
ground. The system implements a multistage algorithm
with over 20 major adjustable parameters (see Fig. 3). The
signal analysis is done repeatedly every few seconds to
keep the direction estimates updated. Each time the analy-
sis is done, the output is a data structure known as a
direction spectrum. This data structure explicitly represents
the directions of each of the aircraft detected by the
microphones. In Fig. 4, we have illustrated an abstraction
of the direction spectrum, indicating how the information
about a particular aircraft is represented.
The signal-processing system can be described in terms

of frequency-domain processes that map the frequency-
domain description of the input scenario into the
frequency-domain output of the system. There are numer-
ous frequency-domain processes involved in the signal-
processing system. In Table I we have listed short descrip-
tions of some of these processes. To illustrate the nature of
these processes, let us consider the equal-resolution pro-
cess. It succinctly describes the causality of events behind
a phenomenon that occurs when two aircraft are very close

90 deg

0 deg

Fig. 4. Abstraction of two-dimensional direction spectrum for aircraft
whose direction is between 35 and 50°. Shaded sector represents signal
corresponding to aircraft. Angles subtended by sector represent range
of possible directions for corresponding aircraft. Radial length of
sector denotes maximum possible bandwidth for signal. In this case,
minimum possible frequency for signal is 50 Hz and maximum possible
frequency is 180 Hz.

in direction with respect to the microphone array and the
mappings of their frequency spectra onto the direction
spectrum have identical ranges (Fig. 5(a)). Depending upon
system parameters, the signal-processing system may pro-
duce the direction spectrum of Fig. 5(b) which contains
just one signal that is a combination of the two signals in
Fig. 5(a). Such a merger is a resolution phenomenon. Since
in this particular case the two original signals have equal
frequency ranges, we refer to it as an equal-resolution
phenomenon. The system parameters that determine
whether equal-resolution has any effect in a particular
situation are spread among the various algorithmic stages
shown in Fig. 3. That is, the resolution process is not local
to any particular stage of the signal processing chain; it is
affected by each of the stages in some way. By repre-
senting the signal processing in the Fourier domain, we are
thus able to isolate the system parameters that are involved
in the equal-resolution phenomenon.
Some processes are more localized with respect to the

actual signal-processing stages. In Table II we show the
correspondence between the algorithmic stages and the
various processes involved in the signal processing. For
example, the antialiasing-filtering process is localized to
the first three stages in Fig. 3. In the Fourier domain this
process is modeled as the elimination of that portion of the
spectrum that lies on frequencies greater than the filter
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TABLE I
SUMMARY LIST OF SOME FOURIER DOMAIN PROCESSES

Equal-Resolution Operator: Merges two signals into one while retaining
portions of the original signals. This occurs when the two input signals
are close in direction and their frequency distributions are the same. The
effects of this operator are dependent upon array aperture and the
epsilon factor for the covariance matrix.

Partial-Resolution Operator: Merges two signals into one while retain-
ing portions of the original signals. This occurs when the two input
signals are close in direction but their frequency distributions are differ-
ent and/or resolution does not occur over all the signal frequencies. The
effects of this operator are dependent upon array aperture and the
epsilon factor for the covariance matrix.

Contained-Resolution Operator: Merges two signals into one while
retaining portions of the original signals. This occurs when the two input
signals are close in direction and the frequency distribution of one signal
is contained within the frequency distribution of the other. The effects of
this operator are dependent upon array aperture and the epsilon factor
for the covariance matrix.

Fast- Velocity Operator: Shifts the direction of a signal because of fast
aircraft velocity. The degree of direction shift depends upon the analysis-
interval parameter of the signal processing system.

Elevation-Compression Operator: Shifts the frequency downward and
the signal amplitude correspondingly upward. This occurs in accordance
with the elevation of the aircraft with respect to the sensor array.

Discrete-Radius Operator: Causes the frequencies and the amplitude of
a signal to change. It occurs because the wavenumber spectrum is
computed only at discrete points and over a finite interval over a radius
in the wavenumber plane. The effects depend upon the sampling interval
along a radius as well as the radial range over the computations are
performed.

Discrete-Azimuthal Operator: Causes the frequencies and the amplitude
of a signal to change. It occurs because the wavenumber spectrum is
computed only at discrete angles. The effects depend upon the array
aperture and the sampling interval.

Car-Filter Operator: Causes frequency changes in the signal because of
the filter performing the computation for complex analytic representa-
tions of the signals.
A tti-aliasing Filter Operator: Causes frequency changes in the signal

because of the analog filter meant for avoiding temporal aliasing in the
digitization process.

Car-Ghosting Operator: Causes a ghost signal to appear at the direction
which is 180° away from the original signal. The phenomenon occurs if
the original signal has considered power in the lower frequencies. The
effects of the operator depends upon the block-length parameter of the
signal-processing system.

Spatial-Aliasing Operator: Causes the signal to wrap around at differ-
ent directions due to the sparseness of the array. The effects of this
operator depends upon the minimum sensor separation in the acoustic
array.

Temporal-Aliasing Operator: Changes the frequencies and the ampli-
tude of a signal because of the undersampling in the digitization process.

Peak-Picking Operator: Causes signals to disappear because of the
power thresholding applied to all the signals in the wavenumber spec-
trum. The effect obviously depends upon the threshold parameter.

TABLE II
CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN PROCESSES AND ALGORITHMIC

STAGES OF FIG. 3

Equal-Resolution: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter, covariance
estimator, spectrum estimator.

Partial-Resolution Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter.
covariance estimator, spectrum estimator.

Contained-Resolution Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter,
covariance estimator, spectrum estimator.

Fast- Velocity Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter, covari-
ance estimator, spectrum estimator.

Pre-CPA Doppler Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter,
covariance estimator, spectrum estimator.

Post-CPS Doppler Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter.
covariance estimator, spectrum estimator.

Covariance-Instability Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter,
covariance estimator.

Elevation-Compression Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter,
covariance estimator, spectrum estimator.

Discrete-Radius Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter, co-
variance estimator, spectrum estimator.

Discrete-Azimuth Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter, co-
variance estimator, spectrum estimator.

Car-Filter Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter.
Anti-Aliasing Filter Operator: Analog-filter.
Car-Ghosting Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter.
Spatial-Aliasing Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter, co-

variance estimator, spectrum estimator.
Temporal-Aliasing Operator: Analog-filter, digitization.
Cotariance Size Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter, co-

variance estimator.
Peak-Picking Operator Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital

filter, covariance estimator, spectrum estimator.
Radial-Integration Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter.

covariance estimator, spectrum estimator.
Range-Scaling Operator: Analog-filter, digitization, digital filter, covari-

ance estimator, spectrum estimator.

0 deg

Fig. 6. Direction spectrum of Fig. 4 after its transformation by anti-
aliasing-filtering process.

90 dog

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Direction spectrum before resolution for situation with two

aircraft that are close in direction and have identical frequencies. (b)
Direction spectrum after equal-resolution phenomenon has been taken
into account.

cut-off. For example, if the cut-off frequency is 120 Hz,
the antialiasing-filtering process transforms the direction
spectrum of Fig. 4 into the direction spectrum of Fig. 6.
Now suppose that the cut-off frequency were 50 Hz in-
stead of 120 Hz. Clearly, in that case the signal in Fig. 4
would be completely eliminated, and thus our signal-
processing system would not be able to detect that aircraft.
When such a situation occurs, it is the task of our diagno-
sis system to identify the offending process (antialiasing-
filtering) and its associated parameters (cut-off frequency).
Consequently, the cut-off frequency may be increased to
ensure detection of the aircraft in that situation.
Our diagnosis strategy, which we describe in the next

section, makes use of multiple levels of abstraction for the
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(a)

Fig. 8. Plan-and-verify strategy.

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Refinement hierarchy of signal abstraction levels. (b) Illus-
tration of abstraction levels. Angle D represents direction level. Area P
of rectangle is added for power level, while fmin and fmax are added
for frequency level. Band level combines power and frequency levels as

well as specifying amplitude A of rectangle. Gaussian level is repre-

sented by curve and its limits b min and b max.

Fourier domain representation of the direction spectrum.
We use five distinct levels of abstraction: direction, power,

frequency, band, and Gaussian levels. Their refinement
hierarchy is illustrated in Fig. 7. At the direction level,
each signal is associated with just one characteristic-its
direction in the direction spectrum. Other characteristics
of the signals are hidden at this level. At the band level we
may either choose to describe the maximum and minimum
frequencies of the signal (frequency level) or just the net
power in the signal (power level). The next level combines
the frequency and power-level descriptions. Each signal is
represented as a rectangle with a minimum and a maxi-
mum frequency and whose area represents the net power
in the signal. The height of the rectangle represents the
average amplitude of the signal. At the lowest level of
abstraction the rectangle representation is replaced by a

Gaussian representation such that the maximum amplitude
of the Gaussian equals the height of the corresponding
rectangle. The width of the rectangle is related to the
standard deviation of the Gaussian. These are standard
abstractions used in the Fourier domain descriptions of
signals [4]. Note that in contrast to systems like AB-
STRIPS [5], the abstraction used in our approach involves
changes of representation in addition to the usual suppres-
sion of detail.

III. DIAGNOSIS BASED ON FOURIER DOMAIN
MODELS

We now describe our general strategy for diagnosis in
terms of how it has been applied in the case of the acoustic
signal-processing system of Section II. We assume that the
user provides the diagnosis system with a qualitative and
abstract description of the input scenario (in the form of a

direction spectrum) for the situation under diagnosis. A
plan-and-verify paradigm is used by the diagnosis system to
identify a sequence of frequency-domain processes that are

responsible for the discrepancy between the system output
and the correct answer.

Given the frequency-domain representation of the
acoustic signal-processing system, the problem of de-
termining the nonidentity processes involved in a particu-
lar situation can be viewed as a state-space search; the
states (to be called signal states for our application) are

directional spectra, and the operators are the various
processes. The initial state is derived through a straightfor-
ward computation from the user-specified description of
the correct answer. The goal state is a description of the
directional spectrum at the output of the signal-processing
system.
We now phrase our diagnosis task as the following

search problem. Identify a sequence ofprocesses such that 1)
the sequence maps the initial signal state into the goal signal
state and 2) no proper subsequence maps the initial signal
state into the goal state.
We talk about a sequence of processes since, as we shall

see later in this section, the order in which the processes
are applied to the signal states is important. The require-
ment that no proper subsequence exist that can map the
initial state into the goal state ensures that we exclude any

process not necessary for explaining the discrepancy be-
tween the correct answer and the system output. Also note
that more than one sequence of processes may satisfy our

search criterion. This happens when more than one

explanation can justify the differences between the system
output and the correct answer. Unless intermediate data
states of the actual system are available for inspection,

A
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Fig. 9. GPS planner at abstraction level i.

such multiple explanations cannot be disambiguated. For
our signal-processing system the intermediate data states
are not available for inspection. Consequently, we have
designed our search strategy so that it generally finds the
sequence with the smallest number of processes. We were
guided in this selection by the heuristic that the simplest
explanation is the most likely explanation for the cause of a
system fault.
Our basic search strategy is to first construct an abstract

plan hypothesizing the sequence of processes and then to
verify the plan at the lowest level of abstraction. A detailed
description of the plan-and-verify strategy for our system
is represented in the flow diagram of Fig. 8. We start by
selecting the initial abstraction level of the planning phase
to be the highest level of abstraction, i.e., the direction
level. This is done because by ignoring as much detail as
possible, we are able to generate plans with as few oper-
ators as possible. However, if the planner cannot find such
a plan, it is allowed to drop the abstraction level for
portions of the plan where it may be having difficulty. If
such local adjustments also fail, the level of abstraction for
the entire plan may be lowered. Of course, if the lowest

level of abstraction has already been reached, the search
ends without having obtained any answer that could ex-
plain the discrepancies.
The planning phase of our plan-and-verify strategy uses

the generic means-ends analysis technique of GPS at the
various levels of abstraction. A block diagram of this
planner for any particular abstraction level is shown in
Fig. 9. Note that the planner remains at the same abstrac-
tion level and thus follows the traditional GPS paradigm.
The changes in abstraction levels are introduced by the
plan-and-verify strategy of Fig. 8. Our planner for the
signal-processing system classifies differences between sig-
nal states into seven categories-missing signal, unassoci-
ated signal, direction shifting, amplitude scaling, frequency
shifting, resolution, and ghosting. It selects the most im-
portant difference and an operator that is likely to reduce
the difference in the current situation. Control of the GPS
search is accomplished through two important mecha-
nisms.

First, no operator is allowed to appear more than once
in a particular plan. This follows from the fact that each
operator represents a single process in the signal-processing
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system. This is in contrast to GPS search strategies in
problems such as algebraic simplification where the same
operator can be used many times over. In those situations
the GPS strategy requires "depth heuristics" to avoid
fruitless searches involving many instances of the same
operator. In our problem, however, the constraint that an
operator may appear only once in a plan removes the need
for depth heuristics.
A second mechanism for controlling the GPS search in

our system is the use of an ordering relationship among
classes of signal states. In particular, five classes of states
exist. Propagation domain states represent plane-wave sig-
nals propagating through the atmosphere, and they must
precede all other states. Continuous-temporal domain states
come next, and they represent one-dimensional analog
signals. Next, discrete-temporal domain states represent
one-dimensional digital signals. Continuous-spatial domain
states represent two-dimensional analog wavenumber spec-
tra, and finally, discrete-spatial domain states represent
digitized wavenumber spectra. Each operator specifies the
allowable classes of input and output signal states. Thus
our strategy does not permit plans in which the operators
violate the domain requirements for their input and output
states. This helps to reduce the search space considerably.
Note, however, that operators whose input and output
states belong to the same single domain can appear in any
order with respect to each other.
An example of a GPS-operator description for the

equal-resolution process discussed in Section II is shown in
Table III. The description is qualitative because the pre-
and postconditions are specified in terms of ranges rather
than specific values. We employ a range-intersection crite-
rion for testing the preconditions. That is, if a precondition
requires that a parameter be within a certain range, this
condition is considered to be satisfied by any state for
which that parameter has a range that intersects with the
range specified in the condition. This is sufficient for our
purpose because we are seeking any plan that may be
possible within the specified uncertainty (expressed as
numerical ranges) for the initial state. Also note from Fig.
10 that an operator may have scenario preconditions. These
are descriptions of the scenario (e.g., aircraft velocity)
which are not captured by the direction spectrum represen-
tation.
When a candidate plan is generated by the GPS planner,

a verification of the plan is attempted as the next step. The
abstraction level of this verification is selected to be the
lowest one at which a description of the input signal state
is known. Our verification procedure makes use of the
operator and state representation mechanisms used in the
GPS planner. In particular, the verification procedure can
be viewed as a degenerate case of the GPS planner at the
detailed abstraction level. The difference is that in this case
the planner does not have to perform any search for
operator selection. Instead, it selects the operators in
accordance with the plan to be verified. If the plan is
successful in reaching the goal state, our plan-and-verify
strategy ends with the executed plan representing the

TABLE III
EQUAL-RESOLUTION OPERATOR

Input signal type

Output signal type
Differences reduced
Operator parameters

Direction
Power
Frequency
Band
Gaussian

State preconditions
Direction

Power

Frequency

Band

Gaussian

Scenario preconditions
State postconditions

Direction

Power

Frequency

Band

Gaussian

propagation, continuous-temporal
discrete-temporal, continuous-spatial
continuous-spatial
resolution

array-aperture
array-aperture
array-aperture, epsilon
array-aperture, epsilon
array-aperture, epsilon
per pair of input signals
direction difference intersects
[0, 100/array-aperture]
direction level preconditions
power in [0, inf]
minimum frequencies intersect
Maximum frequencies intersect
direction difference intersects
[0,(1000 * epsilon)/(array-aperture * 0.0001

* maximum-frequency)]
power level preconditions
frequency level preconditions
amps in [0,inf]
Frequency level preconditions with

Gaussian model
none
per pair of input signals
delete input signals
create signal whose direction is the
cover of the two input directions
direction level postconditions
power of output signal in
[0, sum of maximum powers in signals]
direction level postconditions
minimum frequency of output same as input
Maximum frequency of output same as input
frequency level postconditions
power level postconditions
amps of output signal in
[0, sum of maximum amps in signals]
band level postconditions with

Gaussian model

[O, INF]

0 deg

PROPAGATION PROPAGATION DISCRETE-SPATIAL
FAST-VELOCITY- EQUAL-RESOLUTION-
OPERATOR OPERATOR

Fig. 10. Computer-generated output from diagnosis system at direction
level. Circles denote signal states. Each shaded sector represents indi-
vidual signal. Angles subtended by sector represent range of directions
for corresponding aircraft. Radial extent of each sector denotes possi-
ble bandwidth range. Amplitude range of each signal is specified as
interval label next to corresponding sector. In plan of figure, we have
initial state, which is transformed by fast-velocity operator which in
turn is processed by equal-resolution operator. Outputs of two oper-
ators have maximum uncertainty in bandwidths and amplitudes be-
cause operators were applied only at direction level.

desired diagnosis. On the other hand, if the verification
fails at some point, further diagnosis is guided by the
nature of the failure as discussed next.

There are two basic types of failures. In one case, the
preconditions of an operator in the plan are not satisfied
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by the state preceding the operator. For such a situation a
plan readjustment is attempted by finding a plan for
linking the state and the preconditions of the failed oper-
ator. In the second type of plan failure the state at the
output of an operator does not match the qualitative
description anticipated for it in the original plan. For such
a situation a plan readjustment is attempted by eliminating
the failed operator from the plan and devising a different
plan to replace its position in the original plan. Note that
the adjusted portions of a plan can be at lower levels of
abstraction than the current level of abstraction chosen for
the entire planning process. If local readjustment of a plan
is not possible, the basic level of abstraction is lowered and
a new planning process is started.
Our planning and verification strategy has much in

common with the ABSTRIPS [5] problem-solving system,
as well as a number of important differences. Both systems
use GPS for candidate generation and use a verification
environment to test the plans. They differ in that
ABSTRIPS uses resolution theorem proving as the basis of
the test in the verification environment; our system uses
the successive application of plan operators to test whether
the initial state is transformed into the goal state. More
importantly, however, they differ in how they exploit the
abstraction space.
Both systems use multiple levels of abstraction for their

operator descriptions. In our system we carry out verifica-
tion even for plans which are constructed using the highest
levels of abstraction in the operator descriptions. In con-
trast, the ABSTRIPS system does not attempt to execute
the plans formed at the higher levels of abstraction. Instead,
it uses them in a process of refinement to produce plans at
lower levels of abstraction. Thus no portion of a plan is
considered ready to be executed in the verification
environment until it has been refined to the lowest level of
abstraction. Thus in some sense the ABSTRIPS system
does a depth-first search along degrees of abstraction for
plan portions to be executed in the verification environ-
ment. On the other hand, our system searches breadth first
across a single level of abstraction in search of complete
plans to be executed in the verification environment. Our
system drops to a lower level of abstraction only when it
cannot form a complete plan at the higher levels of
abstraction. Furthermore, in our system changing the level
of abstraction can involve change of representations, while
in ABSTRIPS it involves only suppression of detail.

IV. EXAMPLE

In this section we use an example to illustrate our
plan-and-verify problem-solving strategy. The example was
correctly analyzed by a program that implements our
diagnosis strategy for the acoustical signal-processing sys-
tem. In our description of the example, particular empha-
sis is placed on illustrating how the GPS planning, the
different levels of abstraction, and the verification interact
with each other. The situation considered in this example
is that of two aircraft flying close to a microphone array in

such a manner that their directions with respect to the
node are close to each other. A resolution phenomenon
often occurs in such a situation: the system detects just
one acoustic source whose direction is between the two
actual directions. However, as we shall see in the following
example, the process of forming an explanation that
involves the resolution phenomenon can be quite complex.

Let the two aircraft in our example be AIRCRAFT-1
and AIRCRAFT-2, respectively. The initial state describes
these aircrafts in accordance with the user-specified infor-
mation about the scenario. As detailed in the introduction,
the user provides a qualitative description of the actual
scenario as a result of his own observations. We will
denote this initial state by SO and its qualitative descrip-
tion at an abstraction level i by Qual(SO, i). With this
notation in mind, we consider the direction-level qualita-
tive description of the initial state in our example:
Qual( SO, direction):

AIRCRAFT-1 at direction DI
AIRCRAFT-2 at direction D2
D1- [0,10] degrees

D2= [35,50] degrees.

Let us denote the goal state for our problem by Sf and
suppose that its qualitative description at the direction
level is given by:

Qual( Sf, direction):
AIRCRAFT-3 at direction D3
D3 = [20,201 degrees.

Note that since Sf represents the measured direction, it
does not have any uncertainty. In accordance with Fig. 8,
our GPS planning strategy for transforming the initial
state into the goal state starts at the "direction" level of
abstraction. Our goal is to transform Qual(SO, direction) to
Qual(Sf, direction). A set of rules determines the dif-
ferences that exist between SO and Sf. Two of the
differences detected are resolution and directional shift.
Resolution differences are characterized by having two
directions in the input state while the output state has a
direction between those two directions as well as possibly
having the original two directions. A direction shift is a
difference characterized by a direction in the input state
shifting to a different direction in the output state.
Another set of empirical rules also assign priorities to

the selected differences. In our example, let us assume that
the resolution difference is given the highest priority. The
next step is to select an operator Q that might reduce the
highest priority difference. In our example the selected
operator would be one called "equal-resolution" (see Table
III). This operator acts upon two signals whose directions
are close to each other and have the same minimum and
maximum frequencies.
The result is a single signal with the same frequencies

but a direction enclosed by the original two directions.
While the equal-resolution preconditions, qual-pre(equal-
resolution, direction), require that the two aircraft be closer
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Fig. 11. Plan in example after dropping to frequency level.

than 200 apart, directions in Qual(S0, direction) are speci-
fied to be between 25 and 500 apart. A difference of
direction shift thus exists between Qual(SO,direction) and
the qual-pre (equal-resolution, direction). The planner then
selects the fast-velocity operator to reduce this difference.
The fast-velocity operator represents the effects of fast
aircraft velocities on the direction measurements. The
qual-pre (fast-velocity, direction) conditions require that an

aircraft have a velocity greater than (200/analysis interval)
m/s, where analysis interval is one of the system parame-
ters. Suppose that in our example the analysis-interval
parameter is set at 4 s and AIRCRAFT-1 has a velocity of
150 m/s with increasing angle. The qual-post(fast-
velocity, direction) conditions specify that in such a case

that fast-velocity operator will create a new state, say SI,
in which the direction of AIRCRAFT-1 changes by 60,
making it fall in the interval [12,22]. The direction dif-
ference between [12,22] and the direction [35,50] of
AIRCRAFT-2 falls in the interval [13,38]. Since this inter-
sects with [0,20], the planner concludes that Qual(Sl, di-
rection) matches the qual-pre(equal-resolution, direction)
conditions. Furthermore, the output of equal resolution
will be a signal whose direction falls in the interval [12,501.
Thus qual-post (equal-resolution, direction) conditions
match the Qual(Sf, direction) conditions. Thus a complete
plan at the direction level has been formulated to connect
SO and Sf. The plan consists of the fast-velocity operator
followed by the equal-resolution operator. A graphical
representation of this plan is shown in Fig. 10.
The plan just generated is then passed to the verify stage

which tries the plan at the Gaussian level of abstraction. It
is found that the output state Si produced by the fast-
velocity operator does not match the preconditions of the
equal-resolution operator due to the fact that the two
aircraft do not have the same minimum and maximum
frequencies. (Note that since these frequencies are repre-
sented as ranges of values, two frequencies are considered
to be the same only if their ranges have a finite intersec-
tion.) This is the failure labeled type I in Fig. 8. In
accordance with Fig. 8 we move to the plan adjustment
phase. Our goal now is to reduce the frequency-shift
difference between SI and the preconditions of the equal-
resolution operator. The frequency-shift difference cannot
be dealt with at the direction level because frequency
ranges cannot be described at that level. The planner,
therefore, drops to the next abstraction level known as the

frequency level. The frequency ranges of the signals in
Qual(Sl,frequency) are nonoverlapping while qual-pre
(equal-resolution,frequency) requires them to be overlap-
ping. The elevation-compression operator is selected for
reducing this difference. The elevation-compression oper-

ator represents the phenomenon of the compression of
frequency ranges for aircraft that are at high elevations
with respect to an array. The qual-pre(elevation-compres-
sion,frequency) conditions require that an aircraft form a

positive elevation angle with respect to the sensor array.

Suppose that the elevation angle of AIRCRAFT-1 is
specified to be in the interval [30,45]. Thus elevation
compression applies to SI and produces another state S2.
This has the effect of reducing the minimum and maxi-
mum frequencies of AIRCRAFT-1. It turns out that the
Qual(S2, frequency) conditions and the qual-pre(equal-res-
olution, frequency) conditions match each other. We,
therefore, have an adjusted candidate plan consisting of
three operations: fast velocity, elevation compression, and
equal resolution. A graphical representation of this plan is
shown in Fig. i1.
The adjusted plan is then passed to the verify stage at

the Gaussian level of abstraction. It is found that at the
Gaussian level the output state S2 of elevation-compres-
sion operator does not match the preconditions of the
equal-resolution operator. A frequency-shifting problem
still exists. Thus the post-conditions of the elevation-com-
pression operator did not achieve their intended goal. This
is the kind of plan failure labeled type II in Fig. 8. In
accordance with the strategy of Fig. 8, we drop the eleva-
tion-compression operator and seek a plan to replace it.
No operator that can change the frequencies appropriately
is found. The abstraction level is dropped to the band
level. To reduce the frequency difference, the planner
selects the CAR-filter operator. The complex analytic rep-

resentation (CAR) filter changes the amplitudes of the
frequency components of a signal, making some of the
components zero, reducing the amplitudes of others. The
CAR filter followed by the elevation-compression operator
succeeds in removing the frequency difference. Thus the
equal-resolution operator also becomes applicable. The
final plan consists of fast velocity, CAR filter, elevation
compression, and equal resolution. The graphical represen-

tation of this plan, which for our example also succeeds in
the verification stage, as shown in Fig. 12. The parameters
of these processes then become candidates for change.

PROPAGATIO
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Fig. 12. Plan in example after dropping to band level.

V. SUMMARY

We have presented a plan-and-verify strategy for the
diagnosis of systems that can be modeled as carrying out
mathematical transformations based on the underlying
theory of an application domain. The strategy, deduced
from our observation of an expert diagnostician, was
described in the context of an automated diagnosis system
we are in the process of developing for a signal-processing
application. The diagnosis approach was motivated by the
following observations about the signal processing applica-
tion.

* If we have some a priori knowledge regarding the
correct answer to the problem being solved, diagnosis can
be carried out using only Fourier domain representations
for describing the signal processing. This is in contrast to
the actual signal-processing algorithms, many of which are
designed to carry out operations on time-domain represen-
tations of the signals. Such a change in representation is
desirable because it allows us to use conceptual abstrac-
tions readily available in the underlying Fourier theory of
the signal-processing system.

* We can use abstract models of the underlying Four-
ier theory [3] for the signal processing to form a conceptual
view of the system as a collection of interacting processes
that can potentially modify a Fourier representation of the
correct answer.

* The correctly functioning system can be viewed as
having each process as an identity transformation from its
input to its outputs at a certain level of abstraction. The
incorrectly functioning signal-processing system can then
be viewed as having one or more of its processes acting as
nonidentity transformations. Diagnosis involves finding
such nonidentity processes.

* The number of conceptual processes and the associ-
ated input and output states iequired to represent a par-
ticular situation in terms of the underlying Fourier theory
is much smaller than the number of intermediate data
states in the actual signal-processing system.
From these observations, it is clear that a major compo-

nent of a diagnosis system has to be a problem-solving
strategy for deternmining the set of nonidentity processes
that explain the discrepancy between the user-specified
information and the output of the signal-processing
system. This involves choosing an appropriate problem-
solving paradigm as well as an associated representation
formalism. In this paper we described a plan-and-verify

approach for this purpose. The key characteristics of this
approach are as follows.

* An abstract planning phase uses means-ends analysis
of the type used in GPS to hypothesize a plan (ordered set
of processes) for transforming the correct answer (initial
state) to the system derived answer (goal state) at one of
five levels of abstraction. The processes are represented as
operators in the GPS framework. The parameters of the
operators represent the current parameter settings of the
signal-processing system.

* A qualitative representation describes states in terms
of component descriptions whose values are specified as
numerical ranges and operators which act upon such
qualitative descriptions. This leads to a mechanism for
dealing with uncertain or approximate information; a
qualitative matching criterion considers the preconditions
of an operator to be matched by an input state if the
ranges in the precondition descriptions of the operator
intersect with the ranges in the state description. That is, if
enough uncertainty exists about the value of a component
of a state description, then an operator is allowed to
assume that the component falls within the requirements
of its preconditions. For example, a completely unknown
state component would satisfy any precondition for it
whatsoever.

* A verification phase executes the GPS-produced plan.
The purpose is to check whether the plan succeeds in
transforming the GPS initial state into the GPS goal state.
This verification is carried out at the lowest level of
abstraction.

* A simplest plan heuristic prefers plans that are the
simplest in the sense that they involve the fewest number
of operators.

* An abstraction strategy considers all plans at a higher
abstraction level before considering plans at a lower
abstraction level. This is done because plans generated at a
higher abstraction level are generally simpler in the sense
that they involve fewer operators and fewer parameter
settings.

* A recovery-from-failure strategy forms the interface
between the planner and the verify stage. If at any point
the verify stage fails to validate the expectation of the
planner, the nature of the failure is reported to the planner
where GPS is invoked to modify the plan in the local
vicinity of the point of failure; the level of abstraction may
be lowered in such situations to generate a more detailed
subplan for the adjustment to the original plan.
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Although we have focused our attention upon the diag-
nosis of classical signal-processing systems which have
Fourier theory underlying their design, our approach is
more generally applicable to systems that have a formal
theory underlying their design. This includes other types of
signal-processing systems as well as systems that are com-
pletely outside the signal-processing area. This may in-
clude among many other mechanical, biological, and eco-
nomic systems. Sufficient a priori information about the
correct answer should be available to allow us to represent
the system entirely in terms of the conceptual models.
Note that the conceptual models are not just less detailed
descriptions of the actual algorithms; they are instead
descriptions based on a representation mechanism quite
different from that of the actual system under diagnosis.
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